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TOPICS OF DISCUSSION: 

 

1. KEEPING THE PLAYERS IN BASEBALL 

 

2. PRACTICE ORGANIZATION 

 

3. 10 TALL TALES OF BASEBALL 

 

4. HITTING VERBIAGE 

 

5. THE BASICS OF HITTING, PITCHING, FIELDING, CATCHING 

a. COMMON HITTING PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 

b. COMMON FIELDING PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 

c. COMMON PITCHING PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 

d. MISC. TOPICS (CURVE BALL, BODY LANGUAGE, TEACHING IN THE 

POSITIVE) 

 

6. IN-GAME ADJUSTMENTS FOR HITTERS and PITCHERS 

 

7. EVALUATING YOUNG PLAYERS 

 

8. SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY & MENTAL TOUGHNESS 

 

 



PRACTICE ORGANIZATION / ENHANCEMENT 

 

 Notice of Promptness to Parents 

 90 Minute Rule 

 Write it, clip it.  Recruit volunteer coaches for station work. 

 Announce the practice agenda; vary the order 

 Special meeting place on the field 

 Player eye contact / conduct during coach talks 

 Early work / late work sessions 

 Hustle transition to new drills 

 Player notebook 

 Talk vs. Shout; teach in the positive 

 Game notes for practice topics 

 Warm-ups: arm circles, partner arm stretches, neck twists, backwards running, forearm 
stretches, hitting twists, IF stretch, toe raises, power hops, skips, skaters 

 Organized line of throwing with receive signal with daily throwing reminders and 

alternate (crow / shuffle) footwork 

 Competitive relay lines 

 2nd catcher during IF 

 Multiple balls during IF / OF 

 Group BP with 4 rounds 

 T hitting into field for points or in IF 

 Game situations through lecture 

 OF, turn call and go with double confirmations 

 Proper running in infield and outfield 

 Full line pitching mechanics (dry) 

 Double confirmation on every ball 

 Throw It vs.  Hit It 

 IF hangout position, ready call by fielding captain 

 Tennis balls rapid toss / one / two hands 

 Balance point hold contest for pitchers 

 Accuracy, long distance contest 

 BP point system 5-1 

 Running bases, 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and home 

 Stick ball  

 Scrimmages: deep counts, reverse base running situations 

 Proper soft toss and tee positioning 

 Encourage watching games on TV, extra practice, neighborhood games. 

 Mom/Dad:  Lessons/Camps additional times to practice 

 

 

 

 

 



 

10 TALL TALES OF BASEBALL 

Stop. Before passing on well-intended advice to your child or team, understand that just 

because you were taught something in your little league heyday doesn’t necessarily make it 

right! Read what some of baseball’s best teachers recommend to the next generation of 

players as they challenge the most popular misadvise!! 

 

 

1. BEND YOUR KNEES AND CROUCH DOWN IN YOUR HITTING STANCE 

Young hitters who bend their knees excessively and “sit” in their stance distribute their 

weight on their heels. This causes their front foot and eventually their head to turn out. 

Starting too low in a crouch also forces hitters to rise up to their natural height during 

the swing which explains why most young hitters are under the baseball in their missed 

swings. Hitters should be slightly bent (or flexed) in their knees and lean over from 

the waist rather than sitting down in their stance. A slight lean in will distribute body 

weight to the middle of the feet making it easier for the front foot to “stay closed” 

during the swing. 

 

2.  KEEP YOUR BACK ELBOW UP 

Hitters are repeatedly told to keep their back elbow up in an attempt to avoid upper 

cutting. 

Unfortunately, the elevated elbow causes shoulder tension, which inhibits bat speed. 

More importantly, most hitters quickly unlock the back shoulder and collapse the elbow 

into the body causing a more pronounced uppercut. The back elbow up also restricts a 

hitter’s ability to properly “load “or move the hands slightly back before going forward 

in the swing.  Comfortable and relaxed are two important yet overlooked components 

of a proper batting stance.  Position the back elbow at a 45-degree angle (midway 

between the shoulder level and the hitter’s ribcage) to create a soft shoulder and room 

to move slightly back as the swing begins.  

 

3. STEP TO HIT 

Hitters mistakenly believe that the bigger the step they take the more power they will 

have in their swing.  The average stride length of most major league hitters is approx. 4 

inches.  Compare this to the typical youth level player with an average stride length of 

approx. 8 inches.  The big step inhibits seeing the ball “smoothly” and forces premature 

weight shift.  Hitters need to understand that the rotational force of the body creates bat 

speed. The big hitting muscles (back, thighs, stomach, and butt) can’t turn if they are 

moving forward with a big step.  Hitters should use the stride as a small and slow 

timing mechanism to begin their swing.  Most hitters will reduce their stride length 



and increase lower body torque by positioning their feet wider than shoulder distance 

apart similar to the stance taken by a blitzing linebacker or a basketball player 

defending the opposition. Remind hitters that the step starts the swing so that the 

turning of the body can finish the swing. 

 

4. KEEP TWO HANDS ON THE BAT AT ALL TIME 

Players are constantly chastised for removing their top hand from the bat during the 

swing. If the hitter takes the top hand off prior to or at contact significant power will 

certainly be lost. However, many hitters find it easier to hit through the ball and can 

avoid turning their wrists over on contact by releasing their top hand once the bat has 

cleared the hitting zone.  Many older players (high school and older) generate better 

bat speed and cleaner contact points with this approach. Hitters that constantly 

ground out or top the ball should be encouraged to swing through the ball and 

release. Name the five best hitters in baseball. One common trait they all possess is a 

swing with a high finish followed by a top-hand release. 

 

5. KEEP YOUR HEAD DOWN AND NEAR YOUR SHOULDER WHEN HITTING 

The eyes, not the head should stay down and focused on the ball.  Hitters that 

overemphasis chin on the shoulder lose valuable tracking and vision skills by positioning 

their head and eyes on a slant as the ball approaches.  Valuable upper body torque is also 

lost as the head  on the back shoulder prevents full shoulder torque through the swing.  

Driving the head down or near the back shoulder also misaligns the shoulder causing the 

back shoulder to drop. Most importantly, the hitter’s ability to swing down to level is 

reduced if the head is finishing on or near the back shoulder. Hitters should keep their 

head square and straight as they track the ball and begin the swing. Good hitters 

always keep the chin away from the shoulders throughout the swing. 

 

6. PUSH OFF THE RUBBER WHEN PITCHING 

Telling pitchers to push off the rubber typically creates a rushed delivery and reduces the 

pitchers ability to use the “big muscles” to throw the ball. Pitching, similar to hitting, 

requires more rotational force than linear movement. Effective pitching requires a 

separation from the rubber to allow for a turning of the pitchers trunk (back, 

stomach, butt, and quadriceps) to propel the baseball. Rotating the body once the 

stride leg lands is the most important component of a pitchers delivery.  Advising a 

pitcher to push off the rubber is akin to telling your hitters that the bigger step they 

take in their swing the harder they will hit the ball. 

 

7. CATCH THE BALL WITH TWO HANDS 

Fielding gloves have come along way from the pancake-type models of the 30’s.  Young 

players that struggle to catch the ball should be encouraged to catch the ball with their 



glove hand only. It will be easier to coordinate and control one hand than two.  Many 

players restrict their catching range by moving with two hands to the oncoming ball.   

Rest assured, the gloves made today are well equipped to catch the ball without the bare 

hand.  Two handed catching becomes important when ball transfer and a quick release 

are necessary. Reminding players to keep their glove in front of their field of vision not 

behind their head will immediately improve catching skills. 

 

8. THROW OVERHAND 

Throwing overhand comes in a variety of ways. As long as the throwing elbow stays 

above the shoulder to create leverage, proper throwing is realized. Advising a player 

to throw “over the top” tightens the throwing shoulder and reduces the flexibility and 

looseness needed to throw hard.  The arm-style pitching machines should throw 

overhand, not players. Remind players to keep their elbow above their throwing 

shoulder to encourage “overhand throwing”.  

 

9. GET LOW IN THE INFIELD READY POSITION 

Starting low and spreading out early puts you in a great position to catch one ball; the 

ball hit directly out you!  Many infielders position themselves in a fielding position prior 

to the ball being hit.  Getting low and spread out with your glove on the ground too 

early reduces range and quickness once the ball is hit.  Infielders should stand up and as 

the ball is hit, position themselves in a balanced athletic position, similar to a tennis 

player awaiting a serve. Infielders should wait to see where the ball is hit   before 

getting low and spread out. 

 

10. PLAYING GAMES DEVELOPS TALENT 

Good players balance proper training with game experience. Players don’t eliminate 

throwing or hitting deficiencies by playing 60 games in the summer. Exposure to colleges 

and scouts is important but remember, you have one chance to make a first impression. 

Perfect practice makes improved game performance.  Find the time during the off-season 

and in-season to work on weaknesses.  Game playing should be an exhibition for all the 

hard work done when no one was around! 

 

 

 

 

 

     



 

 Hitting Verbiage 

 

Hands Inside Ball 

IS-When the hands stay in front of the barrel, we are teaching the kids to stay inside the ball.  I like 

to use a visual for players to understand that concept.  Hands, Ball, Barrel.  In order of placement, 

the hands should be in front of the ball, the ball should be in front of the barrel.  In other words, lead 

with the knob and hands should be in front of the contact point at all times. 

NOT-When the barrel is first, ball second and hands third. 

 

Extension 

IS-The point at which the back arm, the one that is tucked in at side, is extending in the direction the 

ball is trying to get hit to.  It is the point when the player is making contact and the hands are 

moving forward through the ball. 

NOT-When the arms get extended away from the body with the bat perpendicular to the shoulders 

and the hips. 

 

Keeping Your Weight Back 

IS-When the weight transfer of the upper body forward stops and stays behind the front leg. 

NOT-When the weight of the body stays on the back leg and never transfers to front leg. 

 

Wait For The Ball 

IS-When the player changes his timing for the outside pitch or the middle pitch.  In actuality, it is 

the action of the player waiting to take his step for his stride. 

NOT-When the player takes his stride and his foot hits the ground and physically waits for the ball 

to get closer before he starts his swing.  The player will then have to start from a dead stop and at 

100% to start the swing, in turn, slowing his body down. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

COACHES CLINIC HELPFUL HINTS 

HITTING 

A. Stance 

1. 1 bat length away 

2. Shoulder width 

3. Knocking knuckles lined up 

4. 50/50…knees slightly bent 

5. Knob towards catcher 

6. Hands as high as back shoulder 

7. Back shoulder higher than front shoulder 

8. Back elbow down 

9. TV eyes 

B. Address 

1. Short, soft stride/load hands back 

2. Weight 50/50 

3. Hands higher than ball/bat higher than hands 

C. Swing 

1. Start rotating lower half (foot) 

2. Pull with bottom hand 

3. Ike to Mike  

4. Slight lean back on finish 

5. Shoulders square to CF 

 

FIELDING 

A. Stance (INF) 

1. Ready position 

2. Walk in, arm side ft 1st/glove side ft 2nd 

B. Address 

1. Top of triangle  

2. Field on glove side of body, not center 

3. Fingers down  

4. Stop and move through ball as fielding 

5. 2 steps throw… arm side ft 1st in front of glove side ft 

6. Point shoulders to target 

7. Glove side helps throw 

8. 4 seam grip 

9. Follow throw 

C. Stance (OF) 

1. Ready position 

2. Walk in, arm side ft 1st/glove side ft 2nd 

D. Address 

1. Ball in gaps/drop step/banana route 



2. Ball in front/hard charge 

E. Fielding Ball 

1. Break down under control close to ball 

2. Outside glove foot 

3. Crow hop and transfer 

4. 4 seam grip 

 

PITCHING 12u  

 

A. Grip 

1. 4 – seam, “C” 

2. 2 – seam 

B. Wind Up 

1. Feet ½ on ½ off rubber, slight angle 

2. Glove side step back (small) 

3. Balance point 

4. Stride/Break 

a. Thumb past thigh, ball to sky (pointing away from player) 

b. Glove elbow towards target 

5. Landing 

a. Slightly open with landing foot 

b. Flex “T” position 

6. Follow Through 

a. Glove elbow rotates down to knee 

b. Glove tucked to chest 

c. Chest over feet, chin past landing toe, hand extended from body at release 

point 

d. Feet square, knees bent, ready to field 

 

 

PITCHING 13 UP and AAU 

 

A. Grip (same as above) 

B. Wind Up (same as above) 

C. Slide step (abbreviated leg kick) 

1. Knee to knee 

2. Hands need to start earlier to get to proper throwing position 

3. Follow through (same as above) 

4. 1.3 seconds or lower to catcher 

 

PICKOFFS 13 UP and AAU 

 

A. First base 

1. Step off (not necessary to throw ball to 1st base) 

2. Jump pivot (necessary to throw to 1st or balk) 



3. Left-handed moves:  “Hang and Read” and step off move 

B. 2nd base 

1. Inside move, arm side (not necessary to throw ball) 

2. Jump pivot, glove side/day light pick (not necessary to throw) 

C. 3rd base (right handed only) 

1. Fake to third/throw to 1st (not necessary to throw to either base) 

a. Leg to balance point 

b. Foot small step to 3rd (6 inches at most) 

c. Step off rubber with back foot 

d. Jump pivot to 1st base (not necessary to throw)  

D. Pitch Out 

1. Abbreviated leg kick/slide step 

2. Fast ball thrown 

3. Middle of opposite batter’s box 

4. Chest high throw 

5. Duck out of way 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dos and Don’ts of Coaching 

Section 1 Practices 

Do’s 

 Be on time, 15 minutes early or you’re late 

 Have a plan during practice, execute that plan 

 Utilize and maximize space available 

 Focus on positive reinforcement 

 Set a standard on the first day of practice. 

(Establish your expectations from the very beginning is the best way to not only 

establish your role within the team, but to also let your players know what kind of 

coach you’re going to be) 

 Keep practices interesting 

 End all practices on a positive note 

 Remember that we’re all motivated in our own way, find out which way each player 

is motivated 

Don’ts 

 Make sure kids aren’t standing around 

 Don’t forget the simple drills 

(Simple or beginner drills are often the best and most effective drills for focusing on 

building basic skills.  You can use them to start of practice lightly, to end practice, 

and to reinforce a skill that your team is working on) 

 Don’t let your bad days show at practice 

 Don’t compare teammates 

(If you need to compare players, do so only to model a desired behavior or skill.  For 

example, “Watch how Joe follows through with arm, try that next time you throw 

and see how it feels.” 

 Don’t introduce more than one or two new concepts per practice 

 Don’t let practices or games end negatively 

 NEVER LEAVE PLAYERS AT A FIELD ALONE TIL ALL PARENTS HAVE 

PICKED UP THEIR CHILDREN!!!   

 

 



Section 2  Games 

Do’s 

 

 Maintain good judgment and common sense throughout game 

 Keep emotions under control 

 Focus on corrections rather than mistakes 

 Provide athletes with specific actions to change behavior (change body language, use 

specific technical thought, take deep breath) 

 Listen attentively 

 Validate athlete’s feelings.  You don’t have to agree with it but don’t discount it. 

 Assist players in changing their perspective (nervous or excited?) 

 Ask questions that focus athletes’ attention on the positive (what was good about 

today’s outing or at bats? 

 Encourage hope for the future (“You’re almost there and you when you get it all to 

come together, it will be dynamite!” 

 Be enthusiastic 

 Concentrate on your objective and be determined to reach your goal  

 Describe behavior of a poor attitude (head and eyes down, shoulders forward) 

 Show your players that they matter 

 Offer praise when needed 

 Know your teams strengths and weaknesses 

 Reinforce teams strengths 

 Discipline to instruct (if players aren’t playing to their potential, ask them to rate 

their effort on a scale of 1-10. If they’re giving less that a 10 ask why.  Often simply 

by acknowledging to you or to themselves that they’re not trying their hardest, 

players will try harder, particularly if they know that you notice)  

  

 

 

 

 



 Don’ts 

 

 Don’t tell athletes they aren’t listening 

 Don’t tell athletes to shape up their attitude without instruction 

 Don’t tell athletes to talk to you and not listen 

 Don’t discount or belittle what an athlete feels 

 Don’t attack athlete’s parents 

 Don’t let your emotions get out of control 

 Don’t focus only on results 

 Don’t discourage hope 

 Don’t lose sight of your objectives 

 Don’t only see one side of a situation 

 Don’t forget the players not on the field 

 Don’t focus on the star players 

 Don’t criticize publicly 

 Don’t focus only on your team’s weaknesses 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Example Practice: One Hour and Twenty Minutes: 

 

5:00 – 5:15        Stretch and Run- using the included exercises 

 

5:15 – 5:30 Throwing Progression- Players should line up and lightly toss to a 

partner (same position) from about 15 to 20 feet to start using good mechanics 

(5minutes), move back from there to about 30 to 35 feet (2 minutes) and continue back 

to about 90 or 110 feet depending on age and ability level. Then they move forward 

again. Key here is proper mechanics and accuracy of throws. 

 

5:30 – 5:45 Defensive specialty group- players separate into infield, outfield, 

pitching, and catching groups and works on fundamentals discussed in previous 

handouts. 

 

5:45 – 6:10 Batting Practice and Hitting Mechanics- separate your hitters into 3 

previously established groups of 4 to 6 players. One group hits, another goes to the side 

for drill work off of tees, flip toss, batting cages, or dry swings. The third group is on the 

field shagging balls for the hitters. Each group hits for 8 minutes on the field and then 

rotates to next station. 

 

6:10-6:20 Team Fundamental- try to work at least 10 minutes at each practice on a team 

fundamental that includes bunting, bunt defense, cut-offs and relays, base running, 1st 

and 3rd defenses, run downs, signs, situational hitting, pitcher’s fielding practice with 

infielders covering, back up bases for all players. 

 

After practices players can run the bases or off the field so that the other teams can use 

your area and your team can still get a cardio work in. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sports Psychology and Mental Toughness 

 

Introduction: 

What you say or don’t say to your athletes just prior to a game can either make or break their 

training and your efforts as a coach.  Follow these guidelines to maximize your athletes’ potential 

and to increase your effectiveness as a coach. 

Step One: 

BEGIN PREGAME PSYCHING THE FIRST DAY OF THE SEASON 

Mental toughness training should not be a crisis intervention thing.  Teach your athletes to focus, 

block out distractions, rebound from mistakes and to handle pressure right from the start. 

Step Two: 

TEACH THE ATHLETE HOW TO CONCENTRATE 

Concentration is the heart of pregame psyching and peak performance.  It is the foundation of 

mental toughness.  Concentration is the ability to focus in on what is important and block out 

everything else.  You teach it by teaching 2 mini skills:  Recognize when you are drifting from a 

proper focus.  Catch yourself and quickly and gently, bring yourself back to that performance 

focus. 

Step Three: 

DON’T ACCUSE YOUR ATHLETES OF NOT CONCENTRATING 

Every athlete concentrates before performance.  The issue is on what?  If your athlete chokes or 

falls apart, then he/she was concentrating, but on the wrong things.  Don’t tell your athletes, 

“concentrate” unless you follow that by exactly what you want them to concentrate on. 

Step Four: 

INTEGRATE CONCENTRATION PRACTICE INTO DAILY WORKOUTS 

Get your athletes to regularly practice developing an awareness of when they start to drift from a 

proper focus, and getting themselves back.  Throughout practice routinely call their awareness to 

this mental skill. 

Step Five: 

 

 

TEACH AN AWARENESS OF THE MIND/BODY CONNECTION 

Help your athletes understand that the main difference between their best and worst 

performances has to do with their pre performance self-talk and thoughts.  That what they think 

goes into their bodies and can tighten their muscles and rot them from coordination, reflexes and 

speed. 



Step Six: 

TEACH THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A “PRACTICE” AND “GAME” MENTALITY 

Peak performance is about trusting and letting the performance happen.  The athlete is not 

thinking and is on automatic utilizing effortless effort.  Poor performance is about doubting, over-

thinking, analyzing, evaluating and trying too hard. 

Step Seven: 

AT GAMES, REMIND THE ATHLETE HE/SHE IS READY, HAD PAID THEIR DUES, 

AND SHOULD JUST RELAX AND LET THE PERFORMANCE HAPPEN 

You accomplish this by giving them one or two specific things to focus on for the event.  By 

narrowing concentration, the athlete has more of chance to slip into an automatic game 

mentality. 

Step Eight: 

BE ALERT TO THE ATHLETE’S “HAVE TO’S”, “GOTTA’S” AND “MUST’S”  

This kind of self-talk will signal you that the athlete is about to self-destruct into trying too hard. 

Step Nine: 

TEACH THE 2 MAIN CAUSES OF STRESS 

(1) Athlete’s self-talk about the game, competition, events, crowd, etc.   

(2) Athletes’ focus on the UC’s (uncontrollables - i.e. past events, games, winning, losing, 

opponents’ skill level, parents, game conditions, etc.)  

Step Ten: 

TEACH AN ATHLETE TO FOCUS PREGAME ON ONE THING THEY CAN CONTROL 

You can always learn to control your reaction to all the other uncontrollables. 

Step Eleven: 

TEACH THE “HERE AND NOW RULE” FOR PEAK PERFORMANCE 

You will better handle stress and avoid psych-outs if you can mentally learn to stay in the “here” 

and “now” of the performance.  Negative past thoughts will bring you down and uncontrollable 

future thoughts of the outcome will do the same.  The athlete only has power, speed and control 

in the “here and now”.  What time is it when you play?  The “now”.  What place is it?  The 

“here”. 

 

 

Step Twelve: 

TEACH THE ATHLETE HOW TO CONTROL THEIR EYES AND EARS 



Focus visually only on those things that keep you calm, composed and confident.  Listen only to 

those things that do the same for you.  If a focus makes you uptight, deliberately switch to 

something neutral or calming. 

Step Thirteen: 

ENCOURAGE PREGAME RITUALS 

Help the athlete develop a ritual that is controllable, easy to repeat and compact.  The ritual can 

then help the athlete both control their eyes and ears and stay in the “here and now” of the 

performance.  Rituals also help athletes bind anxiety because they are familiar and can be done 

no matter where the athlete competes. 

Step Fourteen: 

ENCOURAGE THE ATHLETE TO COMPETE AGAINST THEMSELVES 

Focusing on having to beat another competitor (an uncontrollable) usually stresses the athlete 

out.  Instead, focus the athlete on competing against themselves, or trying to do better than their 

best, no one else’s. 

Step Fifteen: 

HELP THE ATHLETE FOCUS ON WHAT THEY WANT TO HAVE HAPPEN 

Winners see what they want to have happen before a performance; while losers have a tendency 

to pay attention to what they are afraid will happen.  Encourage the athlete to change channels if 

their stress causes them to worry about the “what-ifs”.  Have them practice seeing the outcome 

and performance that they want. 


